Use of Three-Dimensional Printing to Fabricate First a Pelvic Model and Then a Semi-Pelvic Prosthesis with Sacrum: A Case Report
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Introduction

With continued advancements in medical technology, the focus of treatment development can shift from making an operation possible to achieving better long-term outcomes, and this means a greater emphasis on the accuracy of medical treatments. Three-dimensional (3D) printing is becoming a more mature technology, and its use is becoming more widespread. In the field of orthopedic diagnosis and treatment, 3D printing offers advantages for the accurate preoperative design of a prosthesis, the manufacturing of an individualized prosthesis, and simulating surgery [1-13]. The results of computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and some other radiographic techniques provide the basis for fabricating structures via 3D printing. Several reports have described the use of 3D printing to model complex fractures of the pelvis and acetabulum [14,15], and other studies [16,17] have used 3D printing to facilitate preoperative planning in patients with developmental dysplasia of the hip. Li et al. used 3D printing to create a customized implant in a case of revision total hip arthroplasty [9]. Here, we present a novel case in which we used 3D printing technology in the preoperative planning of semi-pelvic prosthesis replacement [18]. In this case, we printed a pelvic model based on CT scans and used the model for the preoperative design and simulation of the operation. In addition, the new titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) semi-pelvic prosthesis with sacrum was designed and fabricated via 3D printing.

Case report

The 51-year-old male patient had previously undergone left semi-pelvic resection of chondrosarcoma and semi-pelvic prosthesis implantation. The patient reported experiencing localized pain in the left hip for 1 year prior to presentation. Ultrasonography revealed an inhomogeneous low-echo mass in the left hip. MRI revealed equal T1 and long T2 signals in the left pelvis. A pelvic radiograph showed loosening of the prosthesis and a broken screw (Figure 1). Aspiration biopsy was conducted and indicated the recurrence of chondrosarcoma. Based on the patient’s clinical history and biopsy result, the patient was diagnosed with recurrent chondrosarcoma in the left hip. Pelvic CT scanning was performed, and the CT data were imported into the medical image processing software OsirixMD, which was used to build a virtual 3D model of the patient’s pelvis. On the virtual model, the loosened prosthesis, broken screw, and recurrent tumor foci could be observed (Figure 2). The CT data were then imported into the medical image processing software MIMICS, and a 3D printed physical model of the pelvis was fabricated using a three-step process: segmentation of the relevant anatomy, development of a virtual model from the segmented anatomy, and physical printing and post-processing of the model (Figure 3). In MIMICS, the bone and prosthesis could be isolated from the other tissue using a threshold filter tool based on the grey level.

Figure 1: Pre-operative X-ray showing loosening of the original semi-pelvic prosthesis along with a broken screw.
Figure 2: Pre-operative X-ray showing loosening of the original semi-pelvic prosthesis along with a broken screw.

Figure 3: 3D printed physical pelvic model. A: Anterior, B: lateral, and C: posterior views.

Figure 4: Virtual design of the pelvic prosthesis. A: Anterior, B: posterior, and C: top views.

To ensure the surface continuity of the physical model, regions where partial volumes fell below the threshold had to be segmented manually. The virtual model was exported as an STL file and imported into Net fabb software for 3D printing of the physical model with a photosensitive resin on a SLA 3D printer. The physical pelvic model provided significant direction in pre-operative design of the complex semi-pelvic prosthesis replacement and the fabrication of an individualized prosthesis. Before operation, we were able to assess the excision range of the tumor on the model. We planned to cut off the left sacroiliac joint, pubic symphysis, and left ischial ramus. Then we designed the individualized 3D printed prosthesis according to the excision range and to exactly match the remnant pelvis (Figure 4). In addition, two screw holes were designed on the left and right sacroiliac joint fitting points. These screw hole locations were chosen to ensure rigid fixation between the prosthesis and bone and to provide good initial stability. The 3D printed pelvic prosthesis was fabricated from the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V.

The operation was performed according to the pre-operative planning. The original pelvic prosthesis and broken screw were removed. The tumor was excised by cutting off the left sacroiliac joint, pubic symphysis, and left ischial ramus. The 3D printed pelvis prosthesis was implanted and secured by two cancellous bone screws on the right and left sacroiliac joint fitting points.

The acetabular component was set up on the pelvic prosthesis, and the hip joint was reset. After completion of the implantation, the hip joint showed a good range of motion and stability. Post-operative X-ray imaging revealed good positioning of the new prosthesis (Figure 5). The patient completed his recovery in an inpatient rehabilitation facility and was discharged home. At 6 months after the operation, the patient had good hip joint function and was able to care for himself. Follow-up CT scanning was performed, and an additional virtual 3D model of the pelvis and prosthesis was produced using OsirixMD (Figure 6). Good prosthesis positioning was confirmed by the model.

Figure 5: Post-operative X-ray image.

Figure 6: Virtual model of pelvis reconstruction at 6 months after implantation of the 3D printed prosthesis.

Discussion
This case demonstrates that pre-operative fabrication of a pelvic model using 3D printing based on CT data can help surgeons in the planning of a complex hemi-pelvic replacement. In our patient, the
use of such a model in pre-operative planning was significant for maintaining continuity of the pelvis, improving bone ingrowth, and enhancing the stability of the prosthesis. Previously, when surgeons performed semi-pelvic prosthesis replacement, they often had difficulty in determining the appropriate size of the prosthesis and the necessary range of excision. These challenges increased operating times and reduced the likelihood of a satisfactory outcome. The 3D printed model provides opportunities to rehearse the operation and determine more accurately and precisely the necessary range of bone excision. In addition, the screw hole locations can be selected during the simulated operation to provide greater initial stability. The precision of this surgery simulation is established by the accuracy of CT data and depends also on the proficiency of the operating staff.

Furthermore, the 3D printed prosthesis is designed based on the determined range of bone excision, and thus, the shape of the prosthesis can perfectly match the defect left after resection, which serves to maintain continuity of the pelvis.

With the development of 3D printing technology, improvements in the precision of CT scanning, and reductions in the costs of the required materials, the widespread use of 3D printing to fabricate physical models of bones as well as orthopedic prostheses becomes possible. Currently, the cost of printing and the required manpower are two factors that can limit the use of this technology. At present, the cost for a 3D model of the hip and hemi-pelvis varies depending upon factors such as the materials used, the scale (size) of the print, and the type of printer employed. However, these costs may be offset by the savings in operating-theater time. In the foreseeable future, we expect that the use of 3D printing technology to fabricate orthopedic models based on CT data and then to manufacture prostheses based on the model-guided pre-operative planning could lead to improved workflows, decreased operating times, and better patient outcomes.
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